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e-business services ♥ Searching for the Holy Grail
For some reason we caused quite a stir with our comments on
the problems being faced by a number of the e-business
services consultancies. The idea that traditional IT services
companies might have the upper hand over the newer e-
business services players such as Framfab, didn☂t go down too
well withsome staunch supporters of the new economy!

Not surprisingly though, in the first week of November, a raft of
articles displaying a similar opinion started to appear. The Fl".
New Media Age and The Industry Standard to name a few, all
put a similar slant on things. All reported on the
advantages that the traditional suppliers have in
terms of scale, knowledge and resources, and
also on the rising number of employees
becoming disillusioned with working for a
pure e♥consultancy and ☜flocking back to
their former homes ♥ the solid, secure
traditional management
consultancies" (The Industry
Standard). Some employees,
even if they wanted to stay, would
not have had the choice, with
MarchFirst discharging 10%, or
1000 of its employees in
November. Framfab, Cell
Network and others also i
announced major job cuts.
Now the world finally seems ☁
to have woken up to the fact
e-business services is just a
little more complex than designing
a wizzo web site. For far too long,
hype has surrounded companies with
strange names like Flazorfish, MarchFirst
and Pixelpark. We were amazed when we asked one such
company what their largest project to date was, only to be told

☜$1m". A project like that wouldn't rank a mention on an IBM
sales report! It is therefore not surprising that a series of disaster
stories has emerged with websites crashing due to the lack of
capacity testing, lax security, orjust straightfonivard poor project

management leading to repeated launch delays. While trying

to understand the reason for the problems, customers started

to think, "Are the skills and methodology required in building

an e-business application re_a/ly that different to those required

in the past, when the solution was built on mainframes, minis

or P057" Hence the increasing return to the established IT

services suppliers. But to date nobody seems to have studied

the impact of the lBMs, Logicas and Cap Geminis. The main

reason for this has been the difficulty in identifying the e

business services figures in company financials, particularly

as Internet-related work now forms a part of many projects.

We have made sure to include them along with the newer

suppliers in our e-business services report to be published in

December. Even with ICL☂s UK e-business services revenue

being 8% of total SOS revenue for its last financial year, at

£100m, the figure is still five♥times greater then the c£2om
reported by Whit☁tman-Hart/MarchFirst for Its last financial year.

And the signs are that the proportion is likely to be much higher

than this in 2000. On top of that, although Cap Gemini's revenue
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growth has not been as impressive as we would have liked,

unlike Framfab, it has not issued a recent profit warning and
subsequently lost its CEO. Cap Gemini is also likely to be

around for some time to come!

Following the initial thrust from the new e-consultancies, when

dotcoms made up mostof the customer base, the traditional

suppliers have been catching up - teaming from the sometimes

radical and forward thinking ideas from the newer suppliers,

and have been using their own skills to better the offering.

They too can offer strategy, creativity and technology

- the trio well known amongst players in the industry.

Although initially slower on the uptake, the CMGs

and Andersens are quickly teaming and are

starting to adapt to the new market conditions.

And with new technologies surrounding

iTV and the mobile lntemet coming onto

the market all the time, not only will the

need to adapt and learn become

greater in the future, but also the

technology requirement will

favour the likes of Logica that

are heavily into technology
and communications.

i, Now that the ☜traditionals☝
t have made some necessary

, changes, particularly in terms

of increasing their creative

. skills in areas such as design,

marketing and

communications, they could find

themselves in the fortunate position

of having the most ticks in the boxes -

finding the Holy Grail.l (see diagram)

Gone are the days of ☜brochureware☝ when clients wanted an
instant website ♥ although speed is still important, the

excitement has died down and it is no longer the dot.coms

driving the marketplace. The demand now is from the bricks

and mortar clients and is oriented towards integration of

websites with backend legacy systems - projects requiring

the types of skills acquired from years of experience in the IT

industry, and the availability of top-class project managers.

Moreover, although some, at the height of the Internet frenzy,

would have had us believe that the way businesses operate

would alter forever. the end objective is the same as it always

was ♥ to benefit the clients business by reducing cost and

increasing profits. The Internet is simply another channel to

market that can help to increase efficiencies.

Maybe we are being slightly biased here, but let's face it, it☂s

about time the old♥timers had some publicity! Yes, there are

some very proficient "new" suppliers out there, with excellent

ideas and robust business models, but thereare also some

who would have us believe that they are heads and shoulders

above the rest, but rarely reveal any facts and figures. The

market is too small for the number of companies chasing the
same customer base ♥ those in the FTSE250 and the Fortune

500 - some of the newercompanies will be acquired and others

will fold, but thetraditional IT services companies are likely to

be around for some time to come.
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Trading updates...
The GOOD.....Morse Holdings said that trading is in line
with group expectations and future prospects continued to
be excellent.....Logica☂s Chairman commented on the
company☂s performance at its AGM stating that the

company☂s performance in 01 was strong, led by the

telecoms and energy & utility sectors. Commenting on

weaker sectors, industry, distribution and transport were

pinpointed. Predictions were that revenue growth would
be significant for the first half of the year and margin
improvement would continue ☜driven by strong
performances from our mobile networks and UK

businesses".....Vl Group, the CAD/CAM software
designers and distributor, stated that revenues for the group

to the end of OS increased to £3.7m, up nearly 22% from

the same period in 99. Growth was particularly strong in
Germany, Italy and France with significant contribution from
some of the new territories such as Brazil and South
Korea .... ..Epic Group, the e-learning company, has issued

a trading update following a statement by Chairman, Michael
lnwards, at the AGM. lnwards said current sales are

running at double the level of the first five months of the
company☂s last financial year and a healthy set of results
is anticipated when interim figures are announced in early
February..... ..Fl Group has issued a trading update stating
that the company has continued to perform well during the
second quarter and that the expected outcome remains in
line with management expectations for the whole year.
The company reiterated that Druid would make a loss at
the half year but that it has improved performance and has
been profitable for the last two months. Fl Group will launch
a new brand at the start of the next financial year,...Misys
has stated that the outlook for the year remains in line with
expectations. The company is increasingly confident that
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it should enjoy a much better year and ☜a progressive return
to the Group☂s long-term growth rate". The company also
stated that the uncertainties surrounding Y2K are behind
it.....Anite has reported that H1 trading was ☜ahead of
management expectations, with a strong performance in

both core divisions Order intake remains strong". Anite

will announce interims in Jan. 01....

The BAD and the really UGLY can be found on page 6...
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Mergero rlnt-Heads☂with Thln - eads☂..is off
5 Hewlett-Packard was the first of the US ☁majors☁ to announce full year results, and these fell short of

analyst expectations. Revenues for the year ended 315' Oct 00 grew 15% to $48.8bn and pre»tax earnings

(on continuing operations) grew 10% to $4.6bn. Revenue from what HP calls ☜IT Services" (includes

financing services!) grew 14% to $7.1bn but pre-tax earnings only increased 10% to $634m, so margins dropped a shade

from 92% to 8.9%. HP☂s consulting business apparently achieved 46% revenue growth, but from what basethey do not

say. Computing Systems (i.e. PC☂s and servers) are now the largest bit of HP's business at $21.1bn, knocking Imaging

8. Printing Systems in second place at $20.5bn. They also announced they were abandoning the proposed acquisition

with PwC☁s consulting business.

Comment: When Cap Gemini E&Y CEO Geoff Unwin was asked by aBloomberg reporter in New York what advice he

would give to HP☂s CEO Carly Fiorina on the PwC acquisition. He replied "Don☂t". And he should know!

We shall shed no tears on the abandonment of the ill-conceived acquisition of PwC☂s consulting business. As we said

before, a ☁merger' of ☜print heads' with ☁think heads☂ was a crazy idea to start with and had about as much chance of

success as the aborted attempt by Computer Associates to acquire Computer Sciences. But what about their own lT

services business? Why can't HP be more transparent on their ☁true☂ IT services revenues instead of obtuscating them

with their financing services revenues? Much like Compaq☂s (ire. Digital's) services business, HP☂s roots are firmly

based in support and infrastructure services. They are making a valiant attempt to climb up the value chain into ☜e-

services", mostly through partners, but why bother? They'd do much better sticking to what they do best and leave the

☁thought leadership☂ stuff to the experts. Frankly, they should do like Sun does, i,e, promote the hardware like fury and

then aim to provide the best and broadest system and infrastructure services to support the brand. It's a nice little earner

for .Sun and should be too for HP
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I Networking is the place to be...
az I Once upon a time all the bad news came

from Azlan whilst everyone else prospered- now its the

other way around for once! Networking products and

services supplier Azlan had a pretty impressive first half,

showing turnover up 85% to £262m, PBT up 127% to £5.4m

and EPS up from 1.5p to 3.3p for the six months to 30th

Sep. 00. What☁s more, it☂s all organic growth! Revenue from

continental Europe now makes up 69% of Azlan☂s business.

though this was "impacted negative/y☂by the Euro. Revenue

from the resale of networking products (notably Cisco) rose

38% to £231m and is now 88% of total turnover, up from

86% in the same period last year. Azlan☁s training business

grew 11% to £21 .5m, whereas other services grew 30% to

29m. However, training was more profitable with a 14%

operating margin, compared to 7% on products and just

5% on other services. Azlan Chairman, ex-IBM UK MD
Barrie Morgans, (who must be more pleased than anyone

to see the horrendous problems behind him) saw the trend

in networking "benefiting product, training and services for

the remainder of 2000/01 ☝.

Comment: Networking is the place to be and Azlan is there.

Of course, we☂d like to see much more on the services

side (both revenue and profit!) and surely the opportunity

is there, given that IT staff agencies (iTSAs) are

overwhelmed by demand for networking and telecomms

staff. We like Azlan☂s ever-broadening geographical

coverage (new offices in Finland and Portugal make it 15

countries so far) and it seems appropriate that they are

proposing to reinvest in the business rather than pay a

dividend. Reaction in the City was somewhat muted ♥ their
shares initially rose when the results were announced but

   

then fell and ended the month at 173p, up 20% on the year.

Some things never change' upen CAPE
" ' Superscape's - a developer of

  

Continuing to meets Its objectives
☁ Dimension Data Holdings☂ (South African global
☜network services and interactive commerce
DIMENgg: solutions group) maiden results as a UK-listed

company (reported in US$!) showed turnover
up 71% to $1,942.6m (£1,357m), with UK revenue

increasing by an even more impressive 88% to $311.1m

(£2i7m) for the year ending 30th Sep. 00. But last year☂s
PBT of $138.2m (£96.5m) has become an LBT of $50.7m

(£35.4m). Losses have been reported due to the termination

of an operation and a number of acquisitions being
undertaken during the period. EPS has also moved into
the red with a loss of 16.9c compared with a profit of 10.1c
in 99. Commenting on the results, Jeremy 0rd, Chairman,
stated, ☜Much has been achieved by the Group over the
last 12 months. Our vision of becoming a global company,
providing network services and interactive commerce
solutions to our customers around the world has been
substantially realised".
Comment: Dimension Data, which is now a FTSE 100
company, continues to meet its objectives ♥ its avowed
intent is to become a global player in the networking and
systems integration markets. In fact only 16% of turnover
is in the UK - 26% for Europe as a whole. The European
total was helped by the acquisition of the European
operations of its fellow JSE♥listed Comparex Networks.
In the UK, the company also acquired the remaining 50%
of Chernikeeff Networks that it didn☂t already own.
(Chernikeeff and GK Communications were rebranded to
Dimension Data). Asia, Africa and Australia are the three
largest regions for the company, but it is looking for
acquisitions in the US ♥ services companies with integration
skills ♥~ and a NASDAQ listing is also on the cards.
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interactive 3D software - results for the year to 315☁ Jul.00

showed turnover down 30% to £2.15m, pre-tax losses

deepened from £2.8m to £6.8m and Loss Per Share went

up from 22.5p to 26.8p. Commenting on the outlook Kevin
Roberts, Chief Executive commented: ☜The Board believes
that Superscape now has sufficient critical mass for

sustained business growth. We have the strength to create

the right balance between short-term revenues and long-

term shareholder value that we anticipate will be derived

from our strategic partnerships and joint ventures☝.

Comment: Following a strategic review of operations

Superscape ☜relaunched☝ itself in Nov. 99 with the focus on

e♥commerce opportunities. A new management team has

presided over a new business strategy (partnerships and

JVs) and the move from the sale of licensed software to

provision of solutions, designed to ☜consistently build

shareholder value over time". But some things never
change! Since listing in 1994, Superscape has never

returned a profit, and this year is no different - at least last
year revenues exceeded losses.

We wrote in the Holway Report that the development of

Superscape SeV product (designed specifically for the
internet) provided the company with a tremendous

opportunity, but revenues are slow to materialise.
Superscape's target audience for SeV includes customers
in e-business environments so it comes as no surprise to

read that ☜stronger growth in this market would undoubtedly

have been achieved, had some of our ☜dot.com☝ customers
not encountered uncertainties regarding their future funding☁.
Those dot.com customers have a lot to answer for!

Superscape's share price ended the month down 26% at
227p.    4 December2000  
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Trading updates (cont. from p2)
The BAD.....Decision support software company

Knowledge Support Systems (KSS) issued a thinly veiled
warning in a trading statement. CEO Madan Singh advised
that "with two months of the financial year remaining,
meeting or exceeding revenue expectations will be largely
dependent on the signing of certain software licenses
which may fall just before or after the year end. The
management, nevertheless, remains very optimistic about
the company☂s prospects".

Comment: This follows KSS' disappointing interims where
turnover fell 27% to £896K and profits turned to losses of
£426K. At the time, Singh advised "We face the next half
year with confidence☝. Murphy☂s law suggests that contracts
due for signing at year end often tend not to be ♥ and in
any event there☁s the small matter of revenue recognition
♥ so we are not as ☁confident☂ as Prof. Singh on the outlook.
At Compel☁s AGM Sir Michael Bett, Chairman, reported
that "Although performance in the first quarter of the nancial
year was in line with our budget, trading conditions, overall,
continue to be difficult. We remain positive about our longer
term prospects but see no early return to more normal
market conditions".
Comment: Compel's statement shows just how difficult
the market remains for resellers, and with both
Computacenter and Specialist Computer Holdings not
interested in acquiring them, wither Compel☂? Compel's
shares fell 24% this month at 118p, a long way down from
the 275p per share originally offered by Computacenter
back in June...
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ScienceSysunsplc .m, r... ..m. M. -WWW,☝mm... 2,29,... 4, Trading updates and the really UGLY..."ammo
On 24th November Sema issued a mega profits warning which
finally exposed our warnings about the IT services market that
we have made long and often. Sema☂s turnover in the second
half of the year (to 31 st Dec.) is expected to show an increase
of c13% over the H299 and excluding LHS (included for five
months of the year), underlying turnover is expected to increase

approx. 6%. Profits (before amortisation) in H200 ☜are expected
to be broadly in line with those for the second half 0/ 1999".
These results ☜will clearly be below those anticipated by the

market and Sema Group management". One of the reasons
given was a ☜significant deterioration" of LHS☂s performance in

03. We hold the view that Sema grossly overpaid for LHS
anyway. Based on annual revenues they paid a PSR of 25...or
35 if you annualise the reduced Q4 revenues. Now that☂s
"exciting" in all the worst senses! But what should send shivers
through the rest of the industry (and Sema ain☁t the first to tell us
☜off-the-record" of this) is a ☜lower than expected☂ performance
in outsourcing, where revenues for H2 are expected to be c10%
lowerthan last year. This is due to postponement of contracts in

Europe and ☜the selective approach in the UK to win more
profitable contracts". Le. outsourcing is now a damned
competitive market with reducing margins. Sales of mobile
telecom products, and those in the banking, energy, travel and
transpon arenas, as well as systems integration, web, and
business continuity activities continue ☜to show exceptional
growth and profitability.
Since 1st Nov. 00 Sema has lost 66% of its value ♥ down a
massive £3.4b at £1.8b. HSBC has reduced its 2000 PBT
forecast from £135m to £103m with 2001 down from £215m to
£145m. Many other brokers followed with downgrades. AFX

news carried a comment which was typical of many others
☜The Sema management have no credibility whatsoever. They
have misled analysts all summef☂. It will take some time for that
credibility to be restored.
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A tough job at a tough time
Cadcentre☂s (supplier of software and services to
the process plant and power industries) results for

the six months to 30☁" Sep. 00 show revenue up 18% to £12.9m,
PBT up 23% to £2.3m and EPS up 18% to 9.35p.
Revenues from North America grew 22% and Asia Paci c 86%,
whilst in EMEA (including the UK) revenue remained static.
Cadcentre has embarked on a programme of acquisitions.
Commenting on the outlook, Chairman Richard King said: ☜ We
are con dent that the goodprogress will be maintained through
the remainder of this year☝.
Comment: Cadcentre is doing a tough job at a tough time ♥
turning itself from a systems company to more of a services
supplier at a time when many services organisations are
sufferingThe transformation is one we very much approve of,
but it's not always an easy process
But the company is succeeding, at least so far. Back in May it
reported turnover up 34% and PET up 45% for the full year and
the momentum is continuing with these interim results -
Cadcentre reported its second major services contract, worth
more than $1m, with Halliburton Company.
In parallel with the services move Cadcentre is also looking to
the opportunities offered by the Web. Products were already
largely web-enabled, but now the company is focusing on the
ASP market as a means to deliver (via a third party). At the
same time it is moving into the supply of web e-procurement
software.The company has signed a $1 m licence fee deal for

project and materials management software, saying that "In
the next few years it may also prove financially very rewarding
from our share of transaction revenue". Very nice indeed.

Cadcentre☂s shares finished the month down 3% at 505p.

   

~ » Signing up new business partners
Alterian, database analysis software, joined

techMAFlK in Jul. 00 at 200p. For the six months to 30th Sep.
00 turnover increased 62% to £606K, LBT deepened almost
eightfold to £569K, and Loss Per Share deepened from 0.4p

to 2.1p. Commenting on the results, Chief Executive, David

Eldridge said: ☜Revenue growth remains positive moving into

the third quarter and our progress in developing the
infrastructure of the business is very encouraging with

recruitment well ahead ofplan. The Board is con dent that the
business will continue to build on its strong position during the
second half of the year, delivering strong growth in line with
our objectives."
Comment: Alterian has been busy signing up new business
partners since the flotation in July, and now has 15 in place up

from six this time last year, and a further four in the pipeline.
However during the period only six partners paid royalties.
The losses were in line with expectation, reflecting the

investment in product development and the hiring of new staff

(including Jim Nolan, Client Services Director, previously
Programme Director at Fl). Alterian is on target to reach £2.5m
turnover in the full year, but losses are expected to widen as

the group expands into the US and Europe. By Apr. 02 it expects

☁to☁beprofitabl
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Rat/ti? Sticking to'the Knitting

Shares ended the month down 18? at 21 1p.
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☁ Impressive customer list
Recognition Systems - developer and vendor of

V integrated CRM software and systems - has
announced results torthe year ending 30th Sep. 00.

Turnover nearly quadrupled to £8.6m, LBT tripled to £4.8m
and Loss Per Share deepened from 2.3p to 5.4p.The loss was
put down to planned investment in Ft&D, management, sales
and delivery capabilities. The company raised £17.1 m in a
placing in Nov. 99 and in fact this year☁s losses are lowerthan
planned at the time of the fund~raising. The company now
employs 125 people, compared with 44 last year.
Commenting on the results Richard Livesey-Haworth (non-
Executive Chairman) said: ☜The coming year will, as ever, be
exciting. With the position establishedso far and with the current
team and our planned expansion of market coverage and
partnerships, we are con dent that we can reward shareholders
andemployees well while delivering powerful business benefits
to our customers in a professional and timely manner."
Comment: It is good to see Recognition Systems continuing
the growth in revenues, in particular from overseas. The
company has always had a US focus, which accounts for 66%
of revenues. International expansion in Europe is on the cards,
with Germany likely to be the main target.
And the customer list looks increasingly impressive; Centrica,
Bertelsmann, Standard Chartered Bank and General Motors,
to name but a few. As we said in the Holway Report, the main
concern was that the company might get snapped up by aUS
predator before it had time to reach its potential. However that
continues to look less of a threat now with the share price
increasing this month 21% to 232p.
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Rolfe & Nolan has announced interim results for the six months

to 31st Aug. 00. Turnover for the period was £12.7m, upfrom
£10.7m in 99, an increase of 19%. PET was £1.03m up from

£642K, an increase of 61 %, and EPS was 4. 1 p, up from 3.3p.

Commenting on the outlook, Chairman, Tim Hearley stated,
☜Fio/fe & Nolan has an established global customer base from

which it is deriving strong recurring revenues. In addition we

have an active and healthyprospect list. As ever, the outcome

for the year is dependent upon the timely introduction of new
products and the securing of key licence sales, the timing of
which is difficult to predict.☝
Comment - The bad days really do seem to be in the past for

R&N and the company continues to boast of a healthy order

book. The percentage increase in revenue and PET is also

improving and if this continues for the second half of the

financial year. we are likely to see an improvement on the

annual figures for 99, when revenue was up just 1 1% and PET

up 16%, especially ifthe themes of ☜sticking to the knitting" and
focusing on repeatable business continue,
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A challenging year...
MBA Michael Bailey Associates, the EASDAQ listed lTSA,

reported its year-end results to 315☁ Aug.00.Turnover increased
5% to Euro49m, gross profit by a lesser 5%. PET increased

more than fourfold to Euro4.4m, but 1999☂s figures included an
"exceptional remuneration prior to flotation☂ of £2.9m, so PBT

pre-exceptionals increased 14%. EPS increased 68% to
Eur00.84.

Comment: In Oct. 00, MBA acquired the business, assets and

goodwill of Intelligent Solutions (a supplier of IT and telecoms

contractors) from the receivers for just £60K cash, but also

undertook to finance the payment of outstanding contractor

costs (approx. £700K) and £500K for work in progress ♥- a total
consideration of £1 .125m.The acquisition ♥ which more than

doubled MBA☂s contractor numbers - is expected to be earnings
enhancing from the outset, and is designed to ☜help provide
impetus for (our) current growth and expansion plans

international/V. In common with many of our UK-listed lTSAs,

MBA had a "challenging year", and reports that contractor
numbers are ☜now beginning to rise again following the adverse

effects of Y2K'. indeed turnover in 04 is 13% down on 04 In

1999. Demand for permanent recruitment services however, is

more buoyant, and the overseas business (particularly in

Germany and Scandinavia) helped maintain margins at 21 6%,
a slight decline from 22.5% achieved in 1999.

The acquisition of IS looks like a good move, as it gives MBA a
foothold in the telecoms arena, one of the fastest growing areas
for the supply of contractors. Further acquisitions are on the

1 cards, as is the opening of more overseas operations.
MBA listed on EASDAQ in Jul. 99, achieving a valuation of

Eur057.6m, however Its market cap. now stands at Eur021 .3m,

down 63% since the float, and 33% this year. alone. MBA☁s

share price decline this year is pretty much in line with the fail
in share price suffered by our UK-listed lTSAs, with our index

i showing a 35% drop to the end of November.    

838 Group - In line With a
forecasts

AIM-listed IT staff agency (ITSA) 885 Group finished the year
pretty much like many of the other agencies ♥ nursing declines

in revenues and especially profits.Turnover for the year to 315☁
Aug. 00 fell 13% to £46.4m, PBT almost vanished to £285k (an

87% drop) with similar effect on EPS, down to 2.1 p.Taking out

the effect of US telecom staffing agency ACI (acq. Oct. 99),

☁organic' rev. fell 26% to £39.5m.The problems were in the UK
(rev. down 28% to 20.5m -♥ inc. £1 .2m from theirteachersupply

business) and especially Continental Europe (rev. down 43%

to £9.9m) both of which ☜did not recover as strongly as

anticipated". Indeed, Continental Europe went into loss to the

tune of £261K, but 388 obviously kept a tighter rein on UK
expenses, as OP more than doubled to £975K! Star performer

was North America which was "relatively unaffected by the

millennium slowdown☂ including ACI, US rev. more than

doubled to £16m and OP rose 65% to £1.4m and now generates

35% of group turnover and 66% of group OP. SBS chairman

sees continued turbulence in IT and telecoms staffing but

"expects 588 to bene t from the anticipated recovery in our

market over the next calendaryeaf☂. 885 shares have dropped

31% to 90p, 10p below their Jun. 97 placing price and 56%

down since the beginning ofthe year.

Comment: SBS☂ results were much in line with recent analyst

forecasts so there hasn☂t been much movement in their share

price. 888 now has some 28% of their contractor numbers

(inc. ACI) in the telecomms sector, an area that has typically

bucked the downward trend in IT staffing. Like telecoms staff

SPECialiSi agency Giotel. the US is proving fertile ground for
☁niche☂ agencies so it☂s good they arebuilding up the business

there. But it☂s going to remain tough and we think the ☜anticipated
recovery" may not actually happen as ☁quickly' and as stroneg

as they (and many others) might hope. By the way, with a market

cap. now at 29m that puts them at a PSR of just 0.2!
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Finnish soliware development 100% oi company Consideration comprises an Initial mmltisralion cl HOOK plus a max

and IT consultancy services earneui oi 25m payable on unlit targets to 30m Aprils
n mm Solutions Telecoms produas company 100% oi company 23.7m initial wnsidamlion or £214K plus a max earnout oi msm payable on

 

enemiion 0i licence revenue lo 30/11/02
Brim! It West UK mnwmarinternet bmine§ Monayextra will be ranamed Exdianga PS

Capira Group Eastgate Group inarrance innusrry outseurcng Outstaneing 74% or company £9.1m The ounslderalim is £1.1min In cash and the rest In shares more is
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wmpany also a periorrnance related elemenl. Capila will assrme Eastgates E26m
dabl. Capila bougni a 205% stairs in the company In April 9910: E27m

Clipsewemmm Cenlloom News monitoring business - 100% at company E7DK Ciipseivei.oom☁s irrst aoquis☁tion s☁nea joining AIM.
ionnall n or cit Mutual

Cunacom Room Service (UK) An at home restaurant ordering 2.5% slaka E75K Agreement to issue 2m new straras wiued al :75K
enabler - iniamet enabled

Dimension Data Com Tam Dimension Data's Australian Outstanding 24% 0! company c£103iri Final purdrase piles subject in earnoul anangamenis and conditional on

Corrimuniiziions Subsidia        cum Tam achievln imura roll! and ma in la els
nictraru Hoiway is a general adviser to Eiderstreei lmestmenls
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100% oi company
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Pmystuna Exmanga Netwnrk IPR Unknown Acquisition oi tire lPR to EN5. a warming. and during and settlement
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Seu- Group Eurapa Management Spanisn wrisullanw - 200 100% or company Unknown Europa's turnover this year is expense to be rsiom - ine company has

Consulting employees, :tom turnover 200 employees. Pnndpal ecliviiias are teamoloqy strategies business ra
engineering. benarmandng and operation rationalisation

The innovation Group lnFroni Solutions rev. interest 22m Payable in cash on completion, Aworiring capital laoiity ol up to man
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MMT Computing plc ☜m an
PET and Revenue Record ☜m

Relative to 1991 mmmm

Veer ranting aist Augrsi ☜☁7'☝

£2¢5m L55.☜

mm
D Revenue I PBT

mama
☜0an as.☜

> (59m [Um tezn £15m ☜

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

dif culizirading conditions But, recently 'chui☁i☁ed >_ _
'Fbo☁tntnex MM☂i'lmighi-nave become ☁h tor ☁hen _
abandonéd these talks as☝ aria ,eptabie price co 'd go be vagre
Many 1TSAs rue the day whar☁tibey☁spur» _ highfy☁pri☂cad ☁65 M19
in six'hionths lime? MMT☁s share pricg all 14% 36:55t§p_.anrs.montiit '
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Activity SCS or Index Market Issue 3t Md [PO Date

Dotcom Index Class R'ice Cap.

Know ledge Technology Solutions Developer of Streaning SM☜04-Dec-00
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Popkin Software & Systerrs

Internet Server Accomodation Dotcom 8&8 MAIN £300.0m
S/w Testing services & consultancy 808 SS AIM the | £40.0m the

Internet Services Dotcom SS AIM tbc £20.0m tbc    

  

  

 

   

Realcall Internet Solutions Dotcom 8&8 MAIN the the

RiverSoft IP Netw ork Management Solution SCS SS MAIN tbc tbc

STG Holdings Hi-tech investment $08 0 AIM 200p £61.2m tbc   

  

IP05 and share schemes in the news this

month...
An interesting article appeared in the FI☁ headlined ☜policies
'deter' tech. share schemes". TaylorJohnson Garrett, the City
law firm has carried out a study with London Business School
that shows half of listed British technology companies believe
UK policies ☁discourage☂ share schemes. However, 90% of
listed US businesses viewed tax rules as ☁satisfactory' or☁very
encouraging☂.
Although the belief that share schemes attract and retain
technology staff was stronger in the UK, the size of employee
stakes in floated UK technology companies was ☜less than
half" that of the US. The Government have made some small
concessions but it is likely to face pressure for a major overhaul
of the tax rules.
At the moment, however, it may be the staff that need
persuading that share schemes are an attractive option. When
the newer e-business services companies began to emerge,
one of the main attractions that lured employees away from
the Traditional IT Services firms, was the share options
available. But with the current volatility in stocks, this benefit

began to be not quite so attractive. Calls to rebase share options
are now common. Indeed these companies now face staff

demands to be paid proper wages.
As readers know, we dislike share options anyway. We would
rather see staff being able to buy shares (perhaps as ☜a right☝)

at a significant (c50+%) discount.They should stump up real

cash (or take out real loans). Any gain should be CGT free if

the shares are kept for, say, two years. But will they listen☝... ?

Comino suffers too
Comino Group. the
specialist software

applications group of companies in the areas of social housing
and electronic document management and workflow software
produots, has announced results for the six months to 30th
Sep. 00. Turnover for the period was static at £8.45m, PET
was down slightly at £1.5m compared to £1.6m in the
comparative six months, a decreaSe of 4% and EPS was also
down slightly at 7,2p. Chairman. David Quysner, commented,
" The Comino Group can deliverprOVen Software solutions and
is now able to provide the manag8d SBNI'Ces associated with
mess. This allows customers to ☁smartsource key software
and services but W h the bene t ofa higher level of integration
to their core business☝. Share price is dOWn 17% this month. 
COmmo
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10 year Revenue and PET Record
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'used'by-Barolays Stockbrokers, ChailesSCh'wab, and Halifax i
SharezDéaling☂amongst Others. With TAROTZOOO, Synergo ;
has moved Ento☂tne managed ASParana. partnering with CAP 3
Gemini. The first ASP client is atready live. ☂ » 3
Looking ahead. TCG continues to consider acquisitions as ;
part 0? its growthstrategy (to data all growth has been organic) I

am: Iep'otts that the start to the FY01 is the best ever. The t

     shares ended the month down 2?% at 208p. A 4
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/) RichardHolway Limitedacquired byOvum

We made the news ourselves this month for

once. On 23rd Nov. 00 we became a part of Ovum. UK, privately-

owed Ovum is the world☁s largest technology analyst firm

outside the US with revenues >£20m, c300 staff and making

three-quarters of its revenues from outside the UK. it will have

grown at c50°/c this year and makes decent profits. indeed

revenues of c£30m and profits between £3-4m are expected in

2001. Ovum is best known for its telco and products research,

so the fit with our IT services and financially oriented research

is perfect. There are other major synergies. We are both UK

research companies, both share a quality ethic and both guard

their independence and objectivity zealously. Those in the

industry ☜in the know" have said it is the ☜perfect match". We too

have grown by over 40% this year and our profitability is what

all others dream about! We not only think our reputation is

second to none but, in particular, believe that our calling of the

markets in the last few years has been spot on even though

most criticised our forecasts at the time.

But there comes a time (and we have said this before many

times to other companies we have advised) when you have

personally taken a company as far as you can. Ovum will allow

us to extend our coverage geographically and into the financial

analysis of the other areas that Ovum researches so well. Ovum

will be able to realise the tremendous potential of the Holway

operation that we have built and Ovum will provide the best

career prospects for our highly respected team.

So what of Richard? Holway joins the main board of Ovum as

an NED at a particularly exciting time in the run up to their IPO

which could now happen as early as 2002. An indication of the

likely valuation might come from Datamonitor which lPO☂d in

November valuing the technology research company at £1 16m.

Datamonitor had 1999 revenues of £25m but losses of £2.5m.

Holway remains as a consultant to the combined operation. 80

for all of you who might have breathed a sigh of relief at a major

irritant in your life passing on...think on! Holway will now have

even more time for the high level analysis he most enjoys now

he☁s freed from the drudgery of dealing with the VAT man etal.

Of course, you will all ask for the terms of the deal (can☂t really

blame you as that☂s been our first question in reverse for the

last 15 years!). But we really can☂t disclose that other than to

say it☂s part cash, part shares and that Holway's wife can

continue to afford the Tesco.com Internet shopping surcharge

for which she has gained some notoriety in the last year!

Launch of SITSI Programme
We are delighted to announce the launch

of our latest ♥ 9th edition - Software and

IT Services industry in Europe (SITSI)

Programme « a co-production with PAC

Group. This is now the most exhaustive

and authoritative research programme available for the

European SlTSl market and its players.The programme is a co

production between Richard Holway Limited and our partners

in Europe the PAC Group - the acknowledged leading experts

in Europe.
Over 70% of the major European players and many of the

interested financial institutions are regular purchasers of the

report. Therefore, to many, its scope and depth, as detailed in

the attached brochure, need little introduction.

This year the delivery method has been altered at the request
of our clients. SlTSi is now available as an on-iine, on-going
information service via a dedicated website - www.SlTSl.com.
Not only is all information available to clients from any access
point throughout the world, but theinformation is kept fully up
to date. This is particularly important for the in-depth company
profiles which are updated as significant news ♥ like latest

financials or major M&A activity ♥ is announced.
But for those who just cannot do without the conventional
"paper" copies, each year the most recent Country and
Company profiles will be printed and made available in special
binders.
SITSI has a high reputation for the accuracy of its forecasts and

the depth of its research. if you are a player or investor in the
European Software and IT Services scene, this programme is

a must for you. The programme is available from NOW and
your subscription will last for a full year.

See attached brochure and order form for more detail.

IUL☁IIAIlIi☁
1m LWAI'

  

And finally..
Everyone at Ovum Holway would like wish you all a very Happy
Christmas and a Successful New Year. We have decided

NOT to send any corporate Christmas cards this year
and instead every member of the team has decided
on a charity to benefit from the cost and time saved.

W

 

ORDER FORM
Delivery address:

      

     

       

     

   

 

[j Master copy @ 21750
2000 Holway Report (now available)

[:I Master copy @ £2,950
System House

Cheque payable to Richard Holway Ltd.

Address. Richard Holway Ltd, PO Box 183,

Farnham Surre GU10 1VG.
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2000 IT Staff mncx em (2nd edition available now)

CD-ROM Package £5900 + VAT E] Additional copies @21050

[:I One year☁s subscription 0 2395 MD "4 - copy subscription☜ 6 i190 can Site licence a moo p.a. +VATD Intranet version moo p.a. + VAT
9th edition Software and IT Services Industilin Europe Programme (Please call for brochure/price list)
Wnationai licence £13,250 + VATEINational licence 28,850 + VAT DAdditional copies @ 22,000 + VAT each

Cheque enclosed

System Housed) is published monthly by Richard Holway Limited. PO Box 1 83. Farnham. Surrey, GU 1 o 1 Y6. Telephone01 252 740900; Fax: 01252 740919; 3

[3 Please invoice my company

L
_
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_
_
.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
.
.
_
_
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_

E-mail lnternet:mail@holway.com which also publishes the annual ☜Holway Flepon' and the ☜Software and Computing Services Industry in Europe Report".
Richard Holway has been a director oi several computing services companies and might hold siock in companies featured.
O 2000 Richard Holway leited. The inlormaiion contained in this publication may not be reproduced without the written permission oi the publishers. Whilst every care
has been taken to ensure the accuracy at the information contained in this document, the publishers cannot be held responsible lor any errors or any consequences
thereol. Subscribers are advised to take independent advice belore taking any action. System Hausa ® is a registered trademark oI Richard Holway Limited.
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